This article addresses the problem of finding suitable agents to collaborate with for a given interaction in distributed open systems, such as multiagent and P2P systems. The agent in question is given the chance to describe its confidence in its own capabilities. However, since agents may be malicious, misinformed, suffer from miscommunication, and so on, one also needs to calculate how much trusted is that agent. This article proposes a novel trust model that calculates the expectation about an agent's future performance in a given context by assessing both the agent's willingness and capability through the semantic comparison of the current context in question with the agent's performance in past similar experiences. The proposed mechanism for assessing trust may be applied to any real world application where past commitments are recorded and observations are made that assess these commitments, and the model can then calculate one's trust in another with respect to a future commitment by assessing the other's past performance.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of automated agents to interact online creates enormous potential for fast and effective information sharing and service provision, without the need for intensive human intervention. However, it also raises many difficulties. One such difficulty is how to determine whether or not to trust other agents, who may be unable to do the things they say they can, or may be intentionally dishonest, or may provide information Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org. c 2013 ACM 2157-6904/2013/12-ART16 $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10. 1145/2542182.2542198 or services of a poor quality. Another such difficulty is how agents can communicate even when their data sources have been developed independently and may therefore be very different: how are they to determine exactly what is required of them in an interaction, and how can they tell if they are able to provide this?
When an agent wishes 1 to perform an action or discover some information, it must find other agents that are willing and able to provide this information or service, and it must find some way to determine how this interaction will proceed. For example, an agent wishing to buy a ticket must find a ticket-selling agent, and there must be some way for both agents to understand what they are to do in this interaction.
The latter problem is most often solved by engineering models of interactions, and examples of these approaches are electronic institutions [Arcos et al. 2005] and distributed dialogues [Robertson 2005 ]. However, this article does not address how an interaction is specified or agreed upon (which may require some argumentation). It assumes an interaction model exists, and tries to find suitable collaborators for it.
In other words, it is the former problem that this article chiefly addresses. 2 We believe that there are two attributes that are particularly suggestive of how well an agent will be able to perform. The first attribute needs to measure how confident the agent in question is about its capability to play a given role. In other words, do its capabilities match what it is required to do? However, answering this question alone is not enough. This article focuses on open distributed systems, where the processes and infrastructure of these agents will not be opaque and their good intentions (or willingness) are not guaranteed. Any claims these agents make cannot be taken at face value. Agents may be intentionally fraudulent; may believe they can perform tasks which it later transpires they cannot perform, or can only perform poorly; may suffer from confused communication with other agents they interact with and may thus perform their task in an unexpected manner or with unexpected and undesired outcomes; may be poorly connected to the network and may therefore vanish in the middle of an interaction; and so on. As such, there is a need for a second attribute, which answers the question of whether the agent may be expected to generally perform well in a given role. In other words, can it be trusted to play that role?
The contributions of this article are threefold.
-We introduce our trust algorithm, which aids in selecting collaborators by calculating trust measures that measure the expected performance of agents by analysing the agents' performance in "similar" past experiences. The assessment is made for a given context, where the given context is defined by the chosen interaction model. For instance, if a seller has a good reputation in selling beer, then it will be expected to have a higher probability of performing better in selling wine than selling fish. The proposed trust model follows both socio-cognitive and experience-based approaches. In other words, it relies on past experiences to predict whether the agent is both capable and willing to perform the action it is set to execute. An interesting aspect of this algorithm is that it provides a generic mechanism for assessing trust that may be applied to any real world application where past commitments are recorded and observations are made that assess these commitments. We note that the proposed model considers only the degree of capability and willingness of an agent. They do not consider other aspects, such as feelings.
Nevertheless, although we focus on artificial agents in multiagent systems, the theory may still be used for human agents too as long as the roles and responsibilities expected from a human in a given interaction are clearly defined and past performance is recorded. For example, the same approach may be used in eBay (if past experiences were recorded with greater accuracy) to figure out which seller to trust most when considering the quality of goods, quality versus price ratio, promptness in shipment, quality of customer service, etc.
-We discuss our matching algorithm, which allows an agent to assess how well its own data source matches the capabilities required by a particular role it may wish to take on. This describes the agent's self confidence in how well it can play a given role. This algorithm matches first-order terms, so is applicable to interactions in which the abilities required of an agent can be represented as first-order terms, and agents which have structured data which can also be represented as first-order terms. This is fairly broadly applicable: for example, we have implemented a translation process to represent WSDL service interfaces appropriately, and it would be straightforward to do this for database entries. Our algorithm returns a score indicating the quality of the match. Note that the extensive details of this algorithm's implementation and evaluation have been published elsewhere (full details can be found in Giunchiglia et al. [2008a] ). We include a section on it in this article because it is important to place it in the context of finding the best agent to interact, considering both trust and matching. However, we go into much less detail than we do for the trust algorithm, and point the interested reader to relevant papers. -We present our good enough answers algorithms, which combines trust and matching to provide an estimate of how well an agent will perform in a given situation. The two scores calculated above are orthogonal, and yet both are important when determining how well an agent will perform. Determining how such a combination should be done to provide the best results is difficult and context-dependent, and we believe that only very extensive testing across a broad range of environments and requirements can produce a definitive answer. However, we present two algorithms which take different approaches to combining these scores, and justify why we believe these are likely to produce good estimates of an agent's overall ability. We believe that this holistic approach (as opposed to focusing only on trust, or only on data matching) is unique, and that the ability to consider both aspects, and how they may be combined, is essential to informed agent selection.
The rest of this article is divided as follows. Section 2 opens with a motivating example. Section 3 presents our proposed trust model, Section 4 presents a matching algorithm that is complementary to the trust one, and Section 5 illustrates how the trust and matching scores may be combined into one final performance measure. Section 6 provides a final discussion on the proposed models and Section 7 presents a summary of results. Finally, Section 8 provides a background on the related work in this field, before concluding with Section 9.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
An area where access to fast, reliable information is essential is that of disaster response. In such situations, there may be some information that is highly safety critical, in which human intervention (for example, permission for an action being granted by someone high up the chain of command) is necessary. However, sharing information only via humans is enormously limiting, and depends on the number of people available to participate, the possibility of contacting these people, and the awareness of these people of what data is available (possibly from very large data sources). Many investigations into the response to disaster events (such as the Pitt Report [Pitt 2007] into UK flooding in 2007) highlight the failure to effectively share information in a speedy and appropriate manner as a major hinderance to the success of the response. In such situations, there are many difficulties with automated information sharing, of which we are particularly interested in two of them.
-Information from different organisations, or even from different branches of the same organisation, will be organised differently, both semantically (that is, different terms will be used for the same or similar things) and structurally (for example, fields in a database record may be in a different order, or one database may have more fields than another). In order for this information to be mutually comprehensible, matching is required. -There may be many responders involved, from large organisations (such as governments and police departments) to local business and charities and even individuals. The quality of information that these organisations have will not be equal. Some may not be in a position to have such accurate or up-to-date information as others; some may even be deceitful or unreliable. Determining the quality of information therefore relies on considering the trust which is placed in the information-providing organisation. This is not simply a matter of ranking organisations according to authority, but is context-dependent. For example, the police department may be the authority of which roads have been closed, but though they will also have access to weather information, this is likely to be at least second-hand. An individual on the street will in general not be considered particularly authoritative, but may have excellent information on an event which is unfolding right in front of them. It is therefore important to incorporate a context-dependent notion of trust when determining how much reliance to place on information.
The combination of these two factors leads us to our notion of good enough answers: if I pose a particular question, how can I determine the value to place on the answer received from a particular organisation. This depends both on the matching and the trust score. From the matching point of view, we must consider questions such as how similar is the response to the question I posed, and were any elements of my question unmatched? For example, if I am searching for information about the whereabouts of vulnerable people, posed as location (Person,Coordinates,Vulnerability) , then the response whereabouts(Human,Coordinates,Vulnerability) may be considered a better match than the response location(Person,Coordinates) even though it uses slightly different words, because the second response left out an attribute that may be considered vital. From the trust point of view, we must consider whether the information provider is appropriate: for example, the local hospital would be considered more trustworthy on this particular subject than an unknown individual. But if the best match is from the less trusted authority, should we prefer this to a poorer match from a reliable authority? This question is very difficult to answer in the general case, but is the central question we wish to answer in this article. We present two automated solutions to this puzzle in Section 5. We believe that this approach is general purpose, and can be adapted to many different situations. However, our current implementation, and the evaluation of this which we discuss in Section 7, are within the OpenKnowledge project. 3 We briefly introduce some central concepts of this project, in order to clarify our approach.
The Open Knowledge project focused on facilitating interactions between agents (or services, systems, etc.) through the use of explicit, shared interaction models (IMs), which provide information about what roles must be played in the interactions, what messages should be passed at each stage, and what actions are required of players. These IMs are written in the Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC) [Robertson 2005] . Figure 1 presents an example IM. The different agents, or roles, are indicated in the term a(Role Name,Player), and each must have a set of messages they must send and receive, and the constraints they must satisfy to be able to pass the messages. Message passing is indicated by a double arrow, whereas the constraints that must be satisfied in order to allow a particular message to be sent are indicated by a single arrow. An IM must provide this information for every role, and they must be compatible across the different roles: in our example, the player of the police role must send a message water level(Location) to the player of the sensor role; therefore the sensor role must expect this message from the police role.
The meaning of an LCC interaction is encoded in the constraints. The purpose of the messages is to share information about the instantiation of variables, and to make it explicit what stage the interaction is at. It is possible, for example, to relabel water level(Location) as message1(Location), and informative names are chosen only to aid human readability. The naming of constraints, however, is crucial, and encodes information about what the constraint means. For example, in order to send the first message, the police agent must satisfy the constraint suitable loc (Entity,Location) . If the police agent has been designed with this particular interaction in mind, or if the IM was designed by the same person who designed the police agent, it is likely that this exactly reflects the organisation of data in the police agent's data source, and it will be able to unify this constraint with a fact in its database and return the answer. However, in an open environment, where IMs are often reused by different parties, it will often happen that the police agent does have information about suitable locations, but does not represent it in exactly this fashion. Our matching techniques (see Section 4) allow the police agent to match its own representation to that of the constraint, so that it can still satisfy the constraint. This match will often not be perfect (if the information content of the two terms is similar but not identical), so the agent's ability to satisfy a constraint will not be perfect. If an agent cannot satisfy a constraint either through unification or matching, then it is unable to perform the role. Once constraints have been satisfied, messages are passed automatically.
The first step in enacting an IM is to determine which agent should take on which role. Agents must subscribe to roles which they wish (and believe they are able) to play. Before interaction, they can look at which agents are signed up to other roles and decide which of these agents, if any, they wish to interact with. Once all agents have made these decisions, a negotiation agent will assign roles in a way that respects these issues.
Determining how one can decide which other agents it is most advantageous to interact with is the question that this article addresses. For example, in the above IM, consider an organisation with an agent which intends to take on the role police. Playing this role will involve interacting with another agent (or service) playing the role firefighter, as well as agent or agents playing the role sensor. Although these sensors are likely to be automated, the trust and matching issues remain the same, and the interaction will only produce a satisfactory outcome if that other agent plays its role to an acceptable standard. If there are many agents vying for this role, then it is useful to be able to rank them according to which is likely to perform the role best; even if only one agent is interested in playing a role, it is still desirable to check that the performance of this agent is likely to meet a minimum required standard. The degree to which an agent can play a role depends on the degree to which it can satisfy all of the constraints on that role, since message passing is automatic once the relevant constraint has been satisfied. To judge whether or not an agent can satisfy a constraint well, we need to consider the following.
-How good do we think this agent is at performing this task? For example, if they are providing information about the whereabouts of people, is their information about people's locations usually of high quality? This score is determined using our trust algorithm (Section 3). -How well can the information contained in the agent's ontology (or knowledge source) match the constraint? For example, is the agent able to fulfil all aspects of the constraint? This score is determined through our matching algorithm (Section 4).
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These scores are combined using our good enough matching algorithm (Section 5), and then by combining these scores for all pertinent constraints we are able to produce an automated estimate of which agent is likely to perform best in the given role.
THE TRUST MODEL
The proposed trust model follows the most basic definition of socio-cognitive approaches. In such a model, one agent's belief about the other's capability to perform a given action and its willingness and persistence to actually carry out that action is crucial in determining whether the latter agent is to be trusted or not by the former Falcone 1998, 2000] . Furthermore, our model calculates the belief about another's capability and willingness as probability measures. In addition to socio-cognitive approaches, the calculation follows the experience-based trust models. In other words, to calculate one agent's belief about another's capabilities and willingness in performing various actions depends on observing and learning from its past performance [Schillo et al. 2000; Abdul-Rahman and Hailes 2000; Sabater and Sierra 2002] . With this foundational background, we introduce our view on trust and the resulting trust model.
Our basic tenet on trust is that it may be defined as a cognitive state that an agent α holds with respect to the expected behaviour of another agent β on some matter ϕ. We assume that each agent has a fixed 5 local ontology O and that ϕ is a correct 4 This score is calculated by the agent which intends to perform the role. The scores are made public but they are not possible for other agents to replicate because we assume that the knowledge sources of external agents are private, and therefore the information used to obtain the score is not available. This raises the possibility that agents may lie about their scores and present themselves as much better at performing the role than they really are. Whilst we accept that this may happen, we believe that this will be balanced out by the trust score. If an agent takes on a role which it performs badly, its trust score will be greatly lowered, so that on subsequent interactions, even if it presents a high matching score, its low trust score will mean that its combined score is not very high. It is therefore not possible to game the system long-term in this way. 5 Ontologies certainly evolve; however, the process by which an ontology evolves is out of the scope of this article. We assume though that it does not change within a particular interaction.
term from the set of terms built on top of O, denoted as T erm (O) . 6 Our view is based on a relation between commitment, what β promises to do, and observation, what α actually observes happening. In probabilistic terms, this could be naturally modelled as a conditional probability: P (Observing(α, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) ), that is, the probability of α observing ϕ given that β made a commitment to α to perform ϕ. We argue that probabilities are defined to measure expected behaviour. For instance, the probability of picking a heart from a deck of cards is 13 52 = 0.25. However, the probability of picking a second heart from that same deck of cards becomes 12 51 = 0.235 . . ., since the act of picking the second card is now influenced by the previous act of picking the first heart. As such, we also use probabilities to measure the expected behaviour of agents, and we say expected future behaviour is influenced by (or conditional on, in probabilistic terms) past behaviour.
This section is on how to estimate P (Observing(α, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) ). As in traditional socio-cognitive trust models, our view is that calculating the probability of observing the action ϕ that agent β has committed to perform could be based on the capability of agent β to perform ϕ as well as its willingness to do so. For instance, a firefighter might have the capability of picking up people from dangerous locations and dropping them at safer places, but during a given interaction, the decide not to drop the people at the designated location because it decides that it wants to rescue its loved ones first. In other words, to calculate the probability of observing an agent act, one should calculate the probability of both the agent's capability and its willingness. Consequently, P(Observing(α, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) ) is then defined as:
where P(Can(β, ϕ) describes the probability of β having the capability to perform ϕ, and P(Does(β, ϕ) describes the probability of β having the willingness and actually performing ϕ. Note that the second equality holds because in probability, P(A and B) = P(A) · P(B) if A and B are independent. This applies to our case because we assume capabilities and willingness to be independent, as we illustrate next. We assume agents may be capable of performing actions they are not willing to perform and vice versa. In fact, in our work, we do not only consider rational agents that only make commitments that they know they can fulfil, but we also consider fraudulent and malicious agents that may lie about their capabilities, or agents that might be mistaken about their own capabilities. In such systems, not only capabilities are unrelated to (and independent from) willingness, but they are also unrelated to commitments. One can commit to an action, regardless of whether or not the action can be performed. A commitment is made based on the motives of the agents. For instance, a malicious and greedy agent may commit to actions it cannot carry out in order to fulfil its own goals; a sincere agent that cannot lie or cheat would not commit to actions it cannot perform, although even a sincere agent may commit to an action it thinks it can perform, only to realise later that such a performance is not actually possible. As such, we say one can study whether an agent is capable of performing a given action independently of the commitments it had made. In probabilistic terms, P (Can(β, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) Can(β, ϕ) ) because the capability is independent of the commitments made. Consequently, P(Observing(α, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) ) is then defined as:
We will estimate P(Does (β, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) ) based on past observed behaviour in similar circumstances (similar commitments). For instance, if the firefighter did follow orders in the past, then the probability that he will be willing to follow orders in the future should be high. As for P (Can(β, ϕ) ), we will estimate it as a matching degree between the capabilities needed now and the capabilities observed in the past. For instance, if the police officer was capable of knowing at some point in the past where each entity (such as students, medics, cattle, etc.) should be transported to in the case of emergency, then the probability of this police officer to still hold this capability should be high (regardless of whether he is willing to act upon this capability or not). As such, estimating a capability is based on deciding whether an observed past capability matches (to a certain degree) the one in question. Then, we shall approximate trust by an entropy measure of the resulting probability distribution P (Observing(α, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) ), which we will refer to as P(ϕ o | ϕ c ) for simplification, where ϕ o represents the observed action and ϕ c the action committed to.
We do note that observing, or not observing, an action cannot always be used as a guarantee on whether the agent did or did not perform the action. For example, a message (such as when sending one's payment) may simply be lost on its way. However, if an agent is known to have a lossy connection, then its computed expected behaviour should rightly take such errors into consideration. For outsiders, this agent cannot be trusted. We believe that focusing on the end results is reasonable when computing the probability of future end results.
In what follows, Section 3.1 provides the preliminaries needed for calculating P(ϕ o | ϕ c ), whose calculation details are then presented by Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents a set of various methods that may be used for calculating trust scores based on the probability P(ϕ o | ϕ c ). Section 3.4 then provides a summary by presenting a sample algorithm for calculating trust.
Preliminaries
Before presenting our approach for calculating P (Observing(α, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) ), this section provides some preliminaries that our proposal is based on. Our proposal is based on the idea that agents can play different roles in several interactions. For instance, one may play the role of a firefighter in one scenario, and the role of a citizen in another. When selecting the agent to interact with, this agent is selected to play a specific role in a given interaction and this specific role and interaction is crucial for the selection process. For instance, one may be a reputable citizen who is always willing to help, but a terrible firefighter who does not even know how to drive a fire truck. As such, the context is crucial. Since our proposed model is an experienced based model that relies on past experiences to predict future performance, calculating the similarity between experiences is crucial. However, from the point of view of trust (and the probability distribution P (Observing(α, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ) )), experiences are defined in terms of one agent's commitments to perform certain actions, and another agent's observation of these actions. As such, the notions of context, commitments, observations, experiences, and similarity measures are all presented by the following sections, respectively.
3.1.1. Context and Local Ontology. As illustrated earlier, our view is based on having agents play different roles in different interactions. To compare two different contexts, one should compare the interaction scenario (for instance, an emergency response scenario, an e-commerce scenario, an auction scenario, a Black Jack game scenario, and so on), the role played by the agent (a seller, a buyer, a firefighter, and so on), and the agent's commitments with respect to a given role and interaction (for example, in an e-commerce scenario, the buyer commits to pay for its purchase, the seller commits to deliver on time, and so on).
To be capable of using the proposed trust model of this article, what is needed is the name of the interaction scenario, the role played by the agent, and the set of actions the agent has committed to in this role. A descriptive text accompanying each may also be used.
Various approaches in multi-agent systems have been proposed for specifying interaction models [Arcos et al. 2005; Robertson 2005 ]. However, the running example of this document uses the lightweight coordination calculus (LCC), a process calculus, which has been briefly introduced earlier in Section 2. The specification of Figure 1 is an example of a context specified in LCC.
Naturally, each agent has a local ontology that allows it to comprehend the specification of the interaction scenario, the roles of a given interaction, and the individual commitments associated with each role (or agent). Comparing contexts, which is the basis of our proposed model, is based on comparing commitments, roles, and interactions. This is achieved by analysing one's ontology and the matching degree between its terms. For this reason, we first provide a brief introduction to our view of local ontologies.
We assume an agent's ontology O consists of some basic (and finite) atomic terms T with a refinement relation < ⊆ T × T defining specificity. For example, the refinement relation can specify that a car is a specific example of a vehicle. We can naturally extend this relation to tuples of values (t 1 × · · · × t n ) as well as to terms built from a function symbol and a set of arguments ( f (t)), as follows.
We denote the free algebra of terms generated from O as Term (O) . Note that if functions are not recursive then the free algebra is finite. We assume finiteness in the trust computation later on.
The < relation over the set of terms defines a directed acyclic graph. We say, if t < v then t is a descendant of v. The levels of the free algebra define the parent/child relationship. In other words, if t < v and there is no w such that t < w and w < v then v is the father of t. Such graphs can be generated on the fly and locally to a particular term; that is, all ancestors, siblings, and descendants around the term are generated for a given distance from the term, so as to focus on a particular region of the terminology. This on the fly and local generation of graphs is crucial for the efficiency of our trust algorithm, which makes use of these graphs to calculate the similarity between terms based on how far they are in the graph.
3.1.2. Commitments. In our proposed model, evaluating an agent's performance is based on comparing what the agent has committed to do to what it actually did (or what has been observed). Hence, the notion of commitment is crucial to our trust measure. We say there are two different levels of commitments: (1) norms (or the implicit commitments), which represent restrictions on the agent's behaviour due to the simple fact that an agent accepts to play a role in a given interaction model; that is, the agent commits to following the rules of the interaction model, and (2) agreements (or explicit commitments), which are explicit additional commitments made by the agent at the beginning of the interaction. We represent both types of commitments, norms and agreements, as:
Commit (β, α, im, r, m, ϕ , t) , where β commits to α (another agent) to play role r in interaction model im and, as part of playing that role, to send a particular message m instantiated as ϕ. In other words, ϕ represents the message that β is committing to. For example, instead of committing to dropping off people at a given location, the firefighter simply commits to finding some other colleague who he can delegate the task to.
7 The commitment is made at time t. Making such a commitment results in α expecting β to later on execute im, playing role r, and instantiating message m as ϕ (or ϕ : m). The trustworthiness of β in α's view will be determined by how β keeps its commitments.
The motivation behind the definition above is that in an interaction, actions could either be message passing actions, illustrating the communication between agents, or internal agent actions, representing all other actions an agent can perform when it is not communicating with others (such as driving a truck, making calculations, etc.). We refer to the latter as the constraints that the agent needs to fulfil. We note that the only verifiable (or observable) actions of interactions in distributed open systems are usually the message sending actions.
8 This is because there is no control on how agents will execute internal actions (or constraints) locally. Hence, we say the action that an agent may observe is the sending of the message m. As a result, an agent should commit to the sending of a message m, possibly in a specific format (or instantiated as) ϕ. In general, however, we say that if agents may commit to and observe any action (including the execution of constraints), then m and ϕ could resemble any such action, as opposed to message passing actions only.
Nevertheless, while most interaction models might agree that only message sending actions are observable, not all interaction models agree that an agent should commit to sending specific messages. For instance, in LCC, even though the only observable actions are the message passing actions, agents commit to constraints as opposed to messages (the sending of messages is a mere result of executing constraints locally). As an example, the sensor agent in the interaction model of Figure 1 is essentially committing to detect the water level at a given location (detect(Location, Level)). By agreeing to engage in this interaction model, the message water level(Location, Level) will automatically be sent to the police when the measurement is made. In LCC, agents' commitment to constraints may be viewed as an indirect commitment to a message passing action, since the execution of constraints directly influences the format of the messages being passed. For example, after the constraint suitable loc(Entity, Location) is fulfilled, the message water level(Location) will automatically be instantiated with the chosen location and sent to the sensor. Hence, in the case of the LCC language, commitments may be modified as follows:
Note that instantiations illustrate how a specific action is executed in reality. As the example above illustrates, instantiations may or may not follow an agent's refinement function <. The refinement function, on the other hand, is used to understand the semantic distance between terms, regardless of agents' actions and their chosen instantiations. 8 By verifiable, or observable actions, we mean actions that agents can assess by simply checking the executed interactions. For example, actions verifiable in the real world, such as delivering goods, cannot be verified against the interaction model's specification. The interaction model may ask the sender agent to inform the receiver agent of the delivery of goods. When performing an automated diagnosis of the sender agent's performance, one cannot confirm whether the goods have actually been physically delivered, but only whether the sender has abided to the interaction model and did not violate its rules, or whether the receiving agent is satisfied with the sender's performance (since agents can rate each other).
where c m is the set of constraints being committed to, and ϕ : m is determined by the set of constraints c m . We note that the remainder of this article will use the latter format of commitments.
Last, but not least, we remind the reader that our current implementation makes use of the LCC specified context. As such, norms are considered to be specified by the LCC interaction model itself, while agreements are varying instantiations (or possibly modifications) of different terms of the interaction model. However, we would like to point out that the proposed trust model of this article may easily be applied to other systems in which the context is specified in a different approach than LCC. Service level agreements (SLA) [Lamanna et al. 2003 ] are then one alternative method that may be used for formalising commitments. The only requirement imposed by our model is that the context (defined by both norms and agreements) may be translated into a set of commitments, as described in this section.
3.1.3. Observations. For calculating trust, it is crucial to observe the results of previous commitments and decide whether they have been honoured or not. In practice, this implies that for any observable action we want to be able to automatically determine whether the observable action maps to the agent's corresponding commitment. To do this, we assume the existence of a function g : MSG × OBS → { , ⊥} that checks whether the expected messages of the set MSG map to the observed messages of the set OBS or not, returning true ( ) or false (⊥), respectively. Note that for a given interaction im, the set MSG is defined accordingly: MSG(im) = {ϕ|Commit( , im, , , ϕ, , )}. The function g(ϕ, ϕ ) then checks whether ϕ ∈ MSG has been satisfied by comparing it to the observed message ϕ ∈ OBS.
Additionally, we say that the execution of an interaction can possibly generate new commitments for future behaviour in ulterior interactions. For example, agents in one scenario may agree on the product to buy and at what price, and then commit on some conditions for the ulterior negotiation of the payment method: For instance, one agent may say "I'll not charge any bank commissions if you decide to pay by credit card". Hence, one can naturally think of the execution of one interaction as an operation that consumes commitments 9 and generates new ones. This leads us to our basic unit representing the observation made by an agent α about the behaviour of agent β in a given context (described through an interaction model im), which is: Commit(β,α, im,r, m,ϕ,c m 
where β engages in the execution of im with a set of commitments { Commit (. . .), . . . } ϕ∈MSG(im) , and C is the new set of commitments generated during the execution of interaction im.
10 Note that the third element of the tuple μ describes a set of tuples, each of which records the observed performance of β for a particular message ϕ committed to in interaction im (ϕ ∈ MSG(im)). We also note that the observable execution of ϕ is denoted by ϕ , α's subjective evaluation of β's performance in executing ϕ is denoted by d ∈ D (for instance, D may be the qualitative set {bad, neutral, good, v.good}), and the objective evaluation of β's performance is automatically calculated by the function g(ϕ, ϕ ) (where the range of g may be the numerical scale [0, 1]). 11 9 There might be more than one commitment affecting different messages of an interaction. 10 If one assumes that an interaction im may be divided into a set of sub-interactions {im 1 , . . . , im n }, then we
, where the set of initial commitments is the set of commitments corresponding to each message m of each sub-interaction im i . 11 The definition above assumes user feedback to be on the level of messages. However, it is more realistic (and practical) to have users give feedback on entire interactions. In such cases, this feedback will then
We denote the set of all existing μs, which we refer to as experiences, as M. For simplification, in the rest of the document we will often view any of the recorded experiences from the perspective of a single message commitment: in other words, we will abuse notation and write μ = (ϕ , ϕ) to describe the experience when ϕ was committed to and ϕ was observed. We will note the database of experiences of agent α as M α .
3.1.4. Experiences. This section addresses the issue of how are databases of experiences built. We say there are two types of past experiences, resulting in two different methods of obtaining them: (1) personal experiences, which are the agent's personal and trusted experiences that are obtained through observations (introduced above), and they are dealt with by the agent as if they are facts; and (2) gossip, which are obtained through the transmission of experiences between agents. An example of a gossip is the following message, in which agent α informs agent γ about its past experience with agent β (in the interaction labelled negotiation), where β committed to α to sending a bottle of wine, but instead sent a bottle of whiskey which kept agent α satisfied with the interaction and rating β's performance as Very good.
Gossip (α, γ , β, negotiation, { Commit(β, α, negotiation, seller, send( product) , send(wine), { product(wine)} , 3/12/07), send(whisky), ⊥, V ery good }, {} )
We note that gossip may be viewed as representing some notions of reputation, that is, a way of sharing the group's opinion. With gossip, an agent in the network passes information about a previous experience, that is, a particular μ. The main problem in this approach is the reliability of the source. Thus, the question is: given a piece of information μ = (φ , φ) passed from agent β to agent α, what does α think of β's reliability in assessing the experience μ, defined as R t (α, β, μ)? One way of calculating this reliability measure can be based on social network analysis as exploited in the REGRET system [Sabater and Sierra 2002] . We do not explore this in detail here as it is outside the scope of this article.
3.1.5. Similarity Measures. Our trust measure is based on using concrete past commitments over im, r, m, ϕ, c m (recall that a commitment is defined as Commit (β, α, im, r, m, ϕ, c m , t) ) and their results to update the expectation of future behaviour over semantically close commitments. Hence, we need to define similarities between commitments. In our example, we say interaction models (im) may be tagged with a set of keywords or terms from O. Roles (r), messages (m), messages committed to (ϕ), and constraints committed to (c m ) are usually specified as (possibly complex) terms or simple keywords from O. Hence, in what follows, we first define our general equation for computing similarity between terms and keywords. This is followed by the equations needed for computing the similarity between the various elements of commitments (im, r, m, ϕ, and c m ). Finally, the equation used to compare two commitments is presented.
Similarity between Terms/Keywords. The concepts within an agent's ontology are closer, semantically speaking, depending on how far away are they in the structure defined by the < relation. The measure we use [Li et al. 2003 ] calculates the semantic similarity between two concepts based on the path length induced by < (more distance be propagated to the different commitments over the different messages, so that the performance w.r.t any message is assumed to be of the same value as the performance of the whole interaction im. in the < graph means less semantic similarity), and the depth of the subsumed concept (common ancestor) in the shortest path between the two concepts (the deeper in the hierarchy, the closer the meaning of the concepts). For example, considering the fragment of the ontology presented by Figure 2 , we notice that the shortest path between boy and girl is boy -male -person -female -girl with a length of 4, and that minimum path length between boy and teacher is 6. Thus, we could say girl is more similar to boy than teacher is to boy. When multiple paths may exist between two terms/keywords, then only the shortest path is used in calculating semantic similarity. However, we note that words at upper layers of the ontology have more general concepts and less semantic similarity between words than words at lower layers. Therefore, in addition to the shortest path between terms/keywords, Li et al. [2003] also consider the depth of the deepest concept subsuming both concepts. In this example, the deepest concept subsuming both boy and girl is person, human, . . . , and its depth is 2.
As such, and following [Li et al. 2003 ]'s proposal, we say that for agent α, the semantic similarity between the terms/keywords θ and θ is then defined as:
where l is the length of the shortest path between the concepts, h is the depth of the deepest concept subsuming both concepts, and κ 1 and κ 2 are parameters scaling the contribution of shortest path length and depth, respectively. Essentially, κ 1 and κ 2 are parameters that α could use to customise the weight given to l and h, respectively. The function Sim1 is symmetric (i.e., Sim1(θ, θ ) = Sim1(θ , θ)), and its range is [0, 1] . In fact, the symmetric nature and the range [0, 1] are properties of all the similarity functions presented in this section (Equations (2)- (5)). Finally, we note that we provide Equation (2) just as an example, and that our work does not define semantic similarity, but reuses existing approaches. As such, we refer the interested reader to [Li et al. 2003 ] for further details on Equation (2), and we stress that alternative approaches can easily be used to replace this equation. There is no universal measure for semantic similarity, and this usually depends on the structure of the ontology amongst other things. Different contexts and different ontologies may require different approaches and equations. Similarly, different agents may also prefer different equations for their own ontologies. This is outside the scope of this article and deserves a dedicated line of work.
Similarity between Elements of Commitments. Recall that commitments are usually made with respect to a given interaction, about playing a specific role, sending specific messages, etc. As such, before illustrating how commitments may be compared and their similarity measured, we first illustrate how to measure the similarity between elements of a commitment (i.e., the interaction model im, the role r, the message m, the committed message ϕ, or the committed constraints c m ). We note that each element of a commitment, say the interaction model im, may be defined through more than one term. For example, to measure the similarity between two interaction models, we say one needs to measure the similarity between all the keywords of the first with all the keywords of the second, and vice versa; and only the terms resulting with maximum similarity are then considered. As such, the similarity between elements of commitments becomes:
where
For example, consider two interaction models im1 and im2, where the keywords describing the first are terms(im1) = {e-response, f lood} and the keywords describing the second are terms(im2) = {emergency}. The similarity between the interaction models becomes:
In other words, Equation (3) essentially states that the average of the similarity measures of the first set of keywords (or terms) with respect to the second set of keywords (or terms) is considered. As the example above highlights, and to maintain symmetry for the similarity function (i.e., Sim2(x, x ) = Sim2(x , x)), the average should be repeated to consider the similarity measures of the second set of keywords (or terms) with respect to the first. But what is the motivation behind choosing this approach for calculating Sim2? The basic idea behind this approach is that when considering the similarity of two entities, we need to consider how do the elements composing each entity relate to that entity. For example, is the entity composed of a disjunction of elements, a conjunction of elements, or something in between conjunction and disjunction? In other words, if the keywords describing an interaction model are {e-response, flood}, does this mean that the interaction model cannot be described except by all of these keywords and not just a subset (i.e., a conjunction of keywords is needed)? Or does this mean that any of these keywords is sufficient in describing the entire interaction model (i.e., a disjunction of keywords is needed)? Or is it more like something in between those two cases (i.e., an average of keywords is needed)? In mathematical terms, the average falls in between the conjunction and disjunction, each category can have various degrees, and different operators are used to express those degrees, as illustrated by Figure 3 . Note that the minimum operator (min) separates between conjunctive operators and average ones, while the maximum operator (max) separates between disjunctive operators and average ones. In Equation (3), when considering keywords describing an entity, we argue that we want to capture the notion of what the average of these keywords conveys to us. We do not want to treat them neither as a set of conjunctive terms nor as a set of disjunctive terms, as both would be too restricting. However, in scenarios where a conjunction or a disjunction would better capture the notion of these terms, then the average operator ( φ∈terms(x) /| terms(x)|) may easily be replaced with another conjunctive or disjunctive operator appropriately, such as the minimum (min) for a conjunction or the maximum (max) for a disjunction.
For instance, in the case of LCC, a constraint c m may represent a conjunctive set of subconstraints (e.g., drop off(Entity) ∧ suitable loc(Entity, Location) of the interaction model of Figure 1 ). In this case, and as illustrated above, we modify Equation (3) appropriately, replacing the average operator with the minimum.
Of course, using the minimum operator describes an optimistic approach. For instance, if we are comparing a ∧ b to c and Sim(a, c) = 0.3 and Sim(b, c) = 0.2, then we have min{Sim1(a, c), Sim1(b, c)} = 0.2. For a more pessimistic approach, one can even replace the minimum operator (min) with the product operator ( ). In this case, {Sim1(a, c), Sim1(b, c)} = 0.06, which is drastically smaller than considering the minimum. Note that in this example, we are only considering the minimum from the point of view of the first constraint (a∧b). To maintain symmetry (i.e. Sim2(x, x ) = Sim2(x , x)), and as illustrated by Equation (4), one also needs to consider the minimum from the point of view of the second constraint (c).
Similarity between Commitments. Finally, we define the similarity between two commitments as an aggregation of several similarity measures (note that for simplification, we refer to a commitment Commit (β, α, im, r, m, ϕ, c m 
Equation (5) essentially models the aggregation as a weighted combination depending on parameters γ im , γ r , γ ϕ , γ m and γ c m . In other words, the parameters are used to help customise the weight given to each part of the commitment. For instance, in some cases, the agent might simply be interested in whether the description of the interaction models and roles are similar (i.e., setting γ r , γ ϕ , γ m and γ c m to 0). In other cases, the agent might be interested to give more weight to the exact capabilities of the agent, described through their constraints (i.e., giving more weight to γ c m than the others). However, how the values assigned to these weights are decided by the agent performing the computation is outside the scope of this article.
In the remainder of this article, we will simplify notation and will represent Sim ( im, r, m, ϕ, c m , im , r , m , ϕ , c m ) by Sim(ϕ, ϕ ).
Calculating Expectations
As illustrated earlier by Equation (1), calculating the expectation (or probability) of an agent's future performance in performing ϕ given that it committed to ϕ is defined as P(ϕ i |ϕ) = P(Can(ϕ i )) · P (Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ) ). In what follows we illustrate how P(Can(ϕ i )) and P(Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ)) may be assessed, respectively. This is then followed by a brief discussion of how the general expectation P(ϕ i |ϕ) loses its value with time.
3.2.1. Calculating Abilities. We say experience will tell us in which different contexts the agent has been capable of performing a given action. In the case of LCC, where commitments are made on fulfilling constraints, agent α can define the constraints it knows agent β can deal with as:
This states that the set of constraints that agent β is known to perform are those constraints that β has committed to in the past and fulfilled (where the performance has been automatically computed by the function g and its value is 1, which represents a successful performance). Thus, given Commit(β, α, im, r, m, ϕ, c m ) , α needs to assess whether β is capable of doing ϕ. We propose to look into the history of past experiences for all the actions that have been performed. Then, we compute the similarity between current commitments and previously satisfied commitments. In the particular case of LCC, the commitment is on the constraints c m (recall that c m could represent a set of constraints, as opposed to a single constraint), hence we say: P(Can(β, im, r, m, ϕ, c m 
To motivate our choice behind this equation, we remind the reader that what is needed here is to aggregate the similarities between the current constraint and the set of past constraints. The question then arises about which aggregation function to use. Since LCC constraints are composed of a conjunction of terms, we believe a conjunctive operator is needed. We choose the minimum operator (min) for a more optimistic approach. The product operator ( ) can easily replace the min operator is a more pessimistic approach is required. (Section 3.1.5, especially the section entitle "Similarity between Elements of Commitments" along with Figure 3 , has provided a thorough discussion on choosing such an operator and the pessimistic/optimistic nature of each.) 3.2.2. Calculating Willingness. We now move to assess P(Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ)), which compares the current context (ϕ i , ϕ) to previous experiences. Suppose that α has an experience μ = (φ i , φ). Now assume that the μ implies that P(Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ)) should take a new value (say, R t (α, β, μ), where t represents the current time). However, before learning about the experience μ at time t, α used to think that P t−1 (Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ)) = p. The question then is: how much credibility (or influence) should the new experience have on calculating the new value P t (Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ))? To answer this question, we need to compare the previous commitment φ to the current commitment ϕ, the previous commitment φ to its observed execution φ i , and the current commitment ϕ to its expected observed execution ϕ i . Then the similarity between the previous context and the current context (or its degree of influence, to be more precise) becomes: , c) ).
The new P(Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ)) is then calculated as follows:
where p describes the past expectation of P t−1 (Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ)) that did not take the new experience μ into account, R t (α, β, μ) describes the expectation based on the single personal experience μ alone, and S(φ i , φ, ϕ i , ϕ) decides which of the previous two measures should have more influence on the new expectation P t (Does(ϕ i )|Committed(ϕ)) (i.e., it specifies the weight given to each of those two measures when aggregating them). As for R t (α, β, μ) , it is calculated as follows:
where Trust t−1 represents α's trust in β with respect to the current commitment (see Section 3.3), d is α's subjective assessment of the current observation μ (which was defined earlier in Section 3.1.3), and p μ is the probability distribution describing the value d (an example on how to translate a number in the range [0, 1] into a distribution is presented by [Pinyol et al. 2007] ; naturally, other approaches may also be used). Equation (10) essentially states that R t takes the value of the probability distribution describing d ( p μ ) when its previous trust measure (Trust t−1 ) is equivalent to its assessment of the currently observed new experience μ (d). Otherwise, R t becomes an aggregation of the probability distribution describing d ( p μ ) and its past expectation that did not consider the new experience μ ( p), where the difference between its previous trust measure (Trust t−1 ) and its assessment of the currently observed new experience (d) decides how much weight is given to each of p μ and p.
In summary, R t reflects α's level of personal caution with what this experience means for the future. The motivation behind this equation is that if the results of the current observation and the past trust score are very different, then the experience is perhaps a mistake and should not be taken too seriously, or too strongly into account. However, if there is a slight deviation of the current expected value, this might indicate a tendency in behavioural change.
3.2.3. Decay. P(ϕ , ϕ) is calculated following Equation (1) by multiplying the results of Equations (7) and (9). However, we say the integrity of percepts decreases with time. In summary, everything should lose its value, and decay towards some default value (like the uniform distribution). We refer to this default value as the decay limit distribution.
Calculating the decay limit distribution is outside the scope of this article, although we argue that α may have background knowledge concerning the expected integrity of a precept as t → ∞. Such background knowledge will be expressed in terms of α's own knowledge, and is represented as a decay limit distribution D(X i ), where X i describes the specific context (ϕ , ϕ), or the situation in which an agent promises ϕ and delivers ϕ . If the background knowledge is incomplete then one possibility is for α to assume that D(X i ) has maximum entropy whilst being consistent with the data.
In summary, given a distribution, P(X i ), and a decay limit distribution D(X i ), P(X i ) decays by:
where i is the decay function for the X i satisfying the property:
For example, i could be linear:
where ν i < 1 describes the decay rate. Additionally, one might also think of either the decay function or the decay limit distribution to be also a function of time:
3.2.4. Initialisation. It may be argued that in distributed open systems, new agents with no performance history will have low chances to be chosen, compared to those with a good performance history. This is definitely an important issue in open systems. However, we believe that if all agents kept selecting the top agents (or the most trustworthy ones) for collaborating with, then either these selected agents will become more expensive, or they will become a bottleneck that cannot keep up with the demand. In other words, if the top agents are always selected by all others, then with time, these top agents will start providing services of less and less quality, as they may not be able to keep up with the demand. This automatically opens the doors for other agents to be chosen, since we assume agents to consider a variety of aspects when selecting its future collaborator, such as its cost, the quality of the service provided, the efficiency of the service, and so on.
We also note that a new agent's expected performance (P 0 ) is initially set to the decay limit distribution D, before P t starts getting shaped by the agent's actual performance. One way to further encourage interacting with new agents, is to set the initial probability distribution describing a new agent's expected performance (P 0 ) to a distribution that describes above average performances. Of course, this raises other security issues, such as the exposure to whitewashing attacks, where malicious agents re-enter the system with different identifiers so that their negative history is no longer considered and their new identity allows them to be selected for future interactions. The question then is, do we want the system to encourage new users with no history, or would we rather give more importance to an agent's performance history? Naturally, this is a tradeoff that may be addressed differently for different application scenarios. For instance, the severity of the whitewashing attack changes from one system to another based on how expensive or difficult it is for the same agent to obtain a new identifier. Similarly, the minimum P 0 that provides new agents with a chance to be chosen may also vary from one application to another, based on the minimum requirements of the users of that specific application.
Trust Equations
3.3.1. Trust Measures. After calculating P(Observing(α, ϕ )|Committed(β, α, ϕ)) at a given time t, which we simply refer to as P t (ϕ |ϕ), the question now is: How do we interpret such expectations? Or in other words: How do we calculate a trust measure given an expectation specified as a probability distribution?
In what follows, we define three different trust equations that can be implemented, or chosen, depending on the particular personality of the agent. In the first, the expected performance, which we refer to as the expected enactment, is compared to an ideal performance (or ideal enactment), which simply specifies what the ideal outcome would be. In the second, the expected performance is compared to what other outcomes (or enactments) are preferred. In the third, the focus is on the certainty of the new expectation.
(1) Ideal enactments. Consider a distribution of enactments that represent α's "ideal" in the sense that it is the best that α could reasonably expect to happen: P t I (ϕ |ϕ). For example, even if β has committed to sending wine, α's ideal outcome would be for β to actually send whiskey instead. Trust is then computed by measuring the relative entropy between this ideal distribution, P t I (ϕ |ϕ), and the distribution of expected enactments, P t (ϕ |ϕ):
where "1" is an arbitrarily chosen constant being the maximum value that this measure may have, and ϕ represents the potential outcome (or observed results). It may be questioned whether it is fair to allow agents to set ideal enactments that are different from what was agreed upon, resulting in one having its trust measure be less than perfect even when the it always does exactly what it agreed to do. This may easily be solved by restricting agents from defining their own ideal enactments and assuming an ideal enactment to describe the case when the agent in question simply fulfils its promises. Nevertheless, we say it is also possible (if needed) to permit agents to describe their own ideal enactments because it may also be argued that one can always do better than what they promise, and there should be means for capturing that. For instance, a seller who promises to deliver an item in 7 days and ends up delivering it in 2 is always preferred to a seller who promises to deliver an item in 7 days and does deliver it in 7. Last, but not least, we note that although we use the equation of relative entropy (Equation (12)) to measure the distance between two probability distributions, we note that alternative methods for calculating this distance may also be considered. For instance, Equation (12) may be replaced by the earth mover's distance (Trust(α, β, im, r, m, ϕ, c m 
, where the earth mover's distance (specified through the function EMD) is a measure of the distance between two probability distributions [Rubner et al. 1998 ].
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(2) Preferred enactments. This measures the extent to which the enactment ϕ is preferable to the commitment ϕ. It requires α to specify its preferences with respect to enactments via the predicate Prefer(c 1 , c 2 ), meaning that α prefers c 1 to c 2 .
13 If probability distributions are viewed as piles of dirt, then the earth movers distance measures the minimum cost for transforming one pile into the other. This cost is equivalent to the amount of dirt times the distance by which it is moved, or the distance between elements of the region E. The range of EMD is [0, 1], where 0 represents the minimum distance and 1 represents the maximum possible distance. However, we note that to use the earth mover's distance, one also needs to determine what the distance between the terms of the ordered region E is. That is one needs to define the matrix D = {d ij } i, j∈E , where d ij represents the distance between the elements i and j of the region E.
Prefer(c 1 , c 2 ) is then transformed into a normalised probabilistic measure, defined as P t (Prefer(c 1 , c 2 ) ). As such, the final trust measure is then simply an aggregation of the various expected outcomes (P t (ϕ | ϕ)), where the weight of each is decided by the agent's predefined preferences. This is expressed accordingly:
(3) Certainty in enactment. This measures the consistency in expected acceptable enactment of commitments, or in other words, "the lack of expected uncertainty in those possible enactments that are better than the commitment as specified". We use entropy to measure uncertainty, and we note that the minimal the uncertainty (or the minimal the entropy) then the maximal trust is. As such, we say let + (ϕ, κ) = {ϕ | P t (Prefer(ϕ , ϕ)) > κ} for some constant κ, and:
where P t + (ϕ |ϕ) is the normalisation of P t (ϕ |ϕ) for ϕ ∈ + (ϕ, κ), and:
Aggregating Trust Measures.
In the previous section, we have illustrated how trust measures may be computed for specific commitments by calculating P(Observing(α, β, ϕ)|Committed(β, α, ϕ)) for a particular im, r, m and ϕ. If we are interested in trust measures for more general cases, then all past experiences that fit this general case are used. For instance Trust(α, β, im, r ) will be computed by looking into all experiences for im and r in the database. Measures that take into account the importance of certain commitments (or ims or rs) are also easy to define. Imagine a normalised function that gives the importance of terms f : Terms → [0, 1], where Terms is the set of terms built on top of the ontology O. We can then define an aggregation as:
where P t β (ϕ) is a probability distribution over the space of commitments that the next commitment β will make to α is ϕ. We note that building P t β (ϕ) is not a straightforward task; it is something learned over time. We say P t β (ϕ) may be built by learning what the other agent does. In other words, this equation may be applied when agent α has a good knowledge of the patterns followed by agent β.
Trust Algorithm
We now give, as an example of a default trust algorithm, one that uses the preferred enactments trust equations (Algorithm 1). We assume decay is linear and the decay limit distributions are equiprobable distributions. Other algorithms may be similarly defined. A generic version of the algorithm, where functions like Sim(·) or distributions like D(·) are parameters, is also straightforward.
The algorithm has parameter η that determines how much of the semantic space is explored. By fixing it to a high value, we can have more efficient implementations. By reducing it progressively, we can have a more realistic and fine grained implementation. Also, techniques like memorising can help in increasing the efficiency of the algorithm.
Trust is calculated on demand following Algorithm 1. Other implementations that pre-compute probability distributions are possible but not considered here. 
/* This populates the set of all actions H β that β can perform */ end P can ← 1; forall the φ ∈ c m do /* This calculates P(Can(β, ϕ)), specified here as P can */ MAX ← 0; forall the φ ∈ H β do MAX ← max{MAX, Sim(φ, φ )}; end P can ← min{MAX, P can }; end t ← 0 ; Trust t ← 0 ; /* Initially, time is set to 0, and trust score is set to 0 */ P t = D ; /* Initially, P(Does(ϕ)|Committed(ϕ)), specified as P, is set to D */ forall the ϕ ∈ Focus do /* The trust score is based on the initial value of P */
if Sim(ϕ c , ϕ) ≥ η then /* For each subsequent timestep, and for each past experience that is considered relevant to the current experience in question, the value of P is updated, following Equations (8), (9), and (11) */ forall the ϕ ∈ Focus do We note that the complexity of the trust algorithm is linear over the following constants: (1) the size n of an agent's ontology; (2) the size m of an agent's history of past experiences; and (3) the size p of the dialogue (or interaction model) in question. The algorithm has several loops that go over the elements of the ontology, the history of past experiences, and the dialogue. However, the most complex loop is the final one, which calculates the trust measure. This loop iterates over elements of the agent's history m and elements of the dialogue p (in terms of commitments made by a given dialogue). The loop then contains two subloops that iterate over the agent's ontology n. The complexity then becomes O(m · p · n). As such, we that for reasonably sized ontologies and dialogues, trust can then be computed in real time as the history can always be limited to the most recent experiences.
MATCHING ALGORITHM
The capability of an agent has been assessed in the previous section through observing whether or not an agent did in fact perform the action in question in some past experience. This information, however, is not always enough. Agents' capabilities are dynamic and continuously evolving. Agents may want to take on roles similar-or even rather different-roles to those they have already played. Different IMs (see Section 2 for an explanation of these) may be used, so that a task that is essentially the same as they have previously played may have slightly different data matching requirements. Therefore, even if the trust algorithm can give useful information about an agent's ability to perform a particular task in general, we require more information to help us decide if the agent can meet the technical specifications of the current implementation. This is provided by the matching algorithm.
We present a method for obtaining a value M ∈ [0, 1], which describes the ability of an agent to perform a role (where the value 0 would describe complete disability, and the value 1 would describe full ability). This value is calculated by the agent itself to determine whether or not it wishes to perform the role (and, if so, how best to do that). The value can then be shared with other agents which may be considering interacting with it, so that they can see how the agent evaluates its own ability to perform that role.
An obvious drawback of this process is that it is not possible to verify the score that an agent gives of its own ability. The mappings are between the requirements of the role, which are public, and the particular abilities of an agent, which are private; hence, they cannot be replicated by any other agents. However, this is valuable information about an agent's ability to perform a role which is highly pertinent when choosing agents to interact with and which cannot be drawn from any other source, so even though it may be unreliable it is still potentially very useful information. Fortunately, this problem can be mitigated against to a large extent by combining these matching scores with trust scores. An agent that frequently oversells its ability to perform a role will frequently underperform, and thus have low trust scores associated with it. An agent that has a high trust score can be assumed to generally give honest information about its ability.
Within an IM, the ability to perform role is determined purely through the ability to satisfy constraints on that role (as explained in Section 2). The agent wishing to perform that role must therefore ascertain whether it can solve those particular constraints. If an agent has been specifically designed for a given specification of a role, it can be assumed that it is capable of adequately performing those tasks. But if an agent is attempting to perform a different specification of the role it usually plays, or a slightly different role, it will need to assess whether or not the tasks in that role are a good match to its abilities by matching the constraints in that role to its own abilities. This matching will not be a simple word-to-word matching; rather, since constraints are structured, first-order terms, we will require structured matching.
We describe an algorithm, which has been implemented within the OpenKnowledge system, which matches first-order constraints to a first-order description of an agent's abilities. For example, if a WSDL service description is translated into a first-order term (such a translation process is already implemented within the OpenKnowledge system), this process could match expected input with actual input. For each constraint i in the Fig. 4 . Two approximately matched first-order terms-T 1 :reading(reporterID,node,date(time,day, month,year),water-level) and T 2 :measurement(level,location(reporterID,node),date(month,day, hour,minute))-are specified as trees. Predicates are in rectangles with rounded corners; they are connected to their arguments by lines. Node correspondences are indicated by arrows.
role, the algorithm finds the ability of the agent which best matches it and returns a value M i ∈ [0, 1] describing the quality of this match: 1 represents a semantically perfect match, while 0 is returned if there is no matching ability at all. As part of this process, the algorithm also develops a map that maps a constraint to an ability, to help the agent determine how to satisfy this constraint using its ability. The process is repeated for all constraints for a given role in a given interaction. These scores are then combined, and a single value M ∈ [0, 1] is returned, describing the overall ability of the agent to perform that role. The remainder of this section is dedicated to the calculation of this measure M.
Introducing Structure-Preserving Semantic Matching
Value M ∈ [0 1] is calculated by the Structure-preserving Semantic Matching (SPSM) algorithm [Giunchiglia et al. 2008a ]. This algorithm is designed to map two trees to one another, so the first step is to convert our first-order terms to trees, with the predicate name becoming the root of the tree and the arguments becoming the children. For example, consider a constraint concerning the reporting on the water-level. One agent role that could use such a constraint could be the role describing the role of a sensor agent in an emergency response flooding scenario. For example, the first-order constraint could be: measurement(location(ReporterID,Node),Level,date(Month,Day,Hour,Minute)) and the first-order ability of the sensor agent might be: reading(ReporterID,Node,date(Day,Month,Year,Time),Water-level).
14 These would be converted into trees and mapped as illustrated in Figure 4 . SPSM allows us to detect good enough matches by producing this score M ∈ [0, 1] which can then be compared with a threshold value. Any match which exceeds this value is considered to be acceptable; any match which is lower than this value is rejected, and the two terms are considered not to match. Since the concept of good enough is very context dependent-in safety critical situation perhaps only a nearperfect match will do but in other situations a much weaker match may suffice-this threshold is set by the user according to the particular interaction [Giunchiglia et al. 2008b] . This algorithm can be performed quickly on-the-fly, during runtime.
Since the details of the matching process have already been published elsewhere, we merely outline the process in this section and direct the interested reader to the paper by Giunchiglia et al. [2008a] for further information.
The SPSM Algorithm
Matching is performed in two steps: node matching and tree matching. During node matching, all nodes in the first tree are matched to all nodes in the second tree, regardless of their positions within those trees. This is done using adapted conventional ontology matching techniques, and is based on the S-Match system [Giunchiglia and Shvaiko 2003 ]. The tree-matching step then exploits the results of the node-matching step to provide a global match for the overall trees, taking into account the structures of the trees.
4.2.1. Abstraction Operations. Our structural matching techniques are based on the theory of abstraction, as developed by Giunchiglia and Walsh [1992] . This describes the three ways in which a first-order term may be more general than another first-order term.
-Predicate abstraction. We invert these to form the equivalent refinements (where a refinement is the inverse of an abstraction), and allow, for both matches between predicates and matches between arguments, the possibility of equivalence and of disjunction (no match). This results in the full set of matches that we allow. This set preserves the desirable property that functions are only mapped to functions and variables are only mapped to variables.
Tree Edit Distance via Abstraction
Operations. The matching of the trees is done using a tree edit distance algorithm [Tai 1979 ]. However, we restrict the formulation of the tree edit distance problem in order to reflect the semantics of the first-order terms. We do this by redefining the tree edit distance operations so that they have one-to-one correspondence with the abstraction/refinement operations. Any forbidden alignment can be assigned an infinite cost. This allows us to alter the conditions depending on requirements: for example, if we wish to only allow a perfect match or a more precise match, then any alignments that include a generalisation can be assigned an infinite cost.
One undesired aspect of tree edit distance matching is that horizontal node ordering is preserved. We do not believe that there is much semantic value to the ordering of arguments in a predicate, and so wish to allow horizontal ordering to be changed as necessary. We facilitate this by allowing reordering of the nodes as desired, without cost.
Global Similarity between Trees.
We calculate an overall cost of mapping one tree (or first-order term) into another using the following equation:
where S stands for the set of the allowed tree edit operations; k i stands for the number of i th operations necessary to convert one tree into the other; and Cost i defines the cost of the i th operation. Our goal here is to define the Cost i in a way that models the semantic distance.
The similarity of these two trees (or first-order terms) is then calculated using:
where Cost is taken from Equation (16) and is normalised by the size of the biggest tree. Note that for the special case of Cost equal to ∞, T reeSim is estimated as 0.
4.2.4. User-and Domain-Specific Matching. The SPSM algorithm is generic, and does not consider any user-and domain-specific requirements. However, there are circumstances in which such requirements could be usefully incorporated into the matching algorithm.
These user-and domain-specific requirements fall into two types.
-Preferences about nodes. For example, when matching reading (Date,Level) , it may be very important that Date is matched accurately, but Level is much less important. These kinds of preferences could be added to the algorithm, by allowing the user to input weightings for each node. If only a perfect match is acceptable for a particular node, an infinite weight can be assigned to it. The calculation of similarity will then multiply the value of similarity between each node by its weighting, and thereby produce an overall matching score which takes such preferences into account. Thus the matching cost for a node with an infinite weighting will only finite if the matching score is zero (i.e., a perfect match). -Domain-specific information. For example, Water is a subtype of Liquid, so the matching penalty for equating these types would be fairly low (as a subtype relation implies quite a high level of similarity), but nonzero. But perhaps in this situation, the words Water and Liquid are used more or less interchangeably, so it would be better to have a zero penalty for this match, even though these words would not normally be considered interchangeable. In some domains, this kind of domain-specific equivalence (or possibly domain-specific near-equivalence) may be desirable with words that would not normally be considered to be related at all. A way to incorporate this kind of information would be to allow users to input domain-specific information, such as that Water and Liquid should be considered equivalent. The matcher would then check the specific information that has been added to see if that will tell it, in this particular domain, how good this match is before it would try its generic matching approaches (such as dictionary look-up). Developing an automated approach that would be able to determine such domain-specific matches would be very difficult, though perhaps some kind of statistical observation of co-occurrence could help here.
Implementing these extensions is a straightforward task. This article, however, discusses a generic approach to the problem, and we believe that in most situations the generic approach is adequate and requires less overhead from a human user. Implementing the extensions is left for future work.
GOOD ENOUGH ANSWERS (GEA) ALGORITHM
Section 3 has presented a trust algorithm that calculates the trust in an agent to carry out a given action by analysing the agent's past experiences and deducing the probability of the agent to be both capable and willing to perform the action. Section 4, on the other hand, provides a mechanism that allows an agent to calculate its true capability measure for a particular specification by matching the action in question with its own concrete capabilities, and share this measure with others upon their request. As a result, a final measure on the expected performance of an agent should be based on both the matching and trust scores obtained above. But how may we combine such scores? The trust scores gives us an indication of intention and general ability; the matching score gives us information about whether the precise requirements of the role are a good enough match to the agents abilities. We need to combine these to determine whether the agent is likely to provide good enough answers in this role: that is, will the information provided by the agent during this interaction-or more generally, the actions the agent is required to take-be of a standard that is likely to be acceptable, and if there are many agents competing to perform the role, which of these would we expect to perform it best?
The good enough answers (GEA) algorithm is therefore a tool for an agent (agent 1) intending to interact with other agents within a specific interaction, to allow it to determine which, if any, of those other agents (for example, agent 2) it wishes to interact with. Agent 1 will calculate its trust score for agent 2, and will be able to access the matching score presented by agent 2. It can then use the GEA algorithm to combine these two scores to enable it to estimate how well agent 2 will perform, and then to compare it to the other agents, before commencing (or refusing to commence, if the scores of all other agents are too low) on the interaction. Note that the method of combining these two scores is decided pragmatically rather than theoretically, as there is no fixed way in which this should happen. In what follows, we propose two different methods/algorithms for achieving this.
(1) Combining matching and trust scores. This approach, illustrated in Algorithm 2, first removes all agents with a matching score below a certain threshold and then, for the remaining agents, calculates their trust scores. The best agent is the one for which the combination of the trust and matching scores is highest, calculated according to the equation t α · ν + m α · (1 − ν), where t α is the trust score for agent α, m α is α's matching score and ν is a parameter. In the simplest case, ν = 1 2 , in which case this equation represents taking the average of t α and m α . The value of ν must be determined empirically. Nevertheless, it may be that a linear combination of the two scores is not the best approach. (2) Determining intervals. This approach, illustrated in Algorithm 3, sorts agents into bands of width ψ (ψ ∈ [0...1]) according to their matching scores. Thus the first band would contain agents with perfect matching; the second band would contain agents with matching scores (1 − ψ) ≤ m α < 1, and so on. Once this sorting has been done, matching scores are ignored and further choice is made on the basis of the trust scores alone. The best agent is the one from the highest matching band that has the best trust score, assuming that this trust score exceeds some basic threshold ζ . If the highest trust score for an agent from the highest matching band does not exceed this threshold, these agents are rejected and the next matching band is inspected, until a suitable agent is found. In developing these algorithms, a pragmatic priority is to minimise the number of agents for which it is necessary to calculate trust scores, because this is time consuming, whereas considering matching scores is trivial, because these are calculated by each agent themselves. If agents can be eliminated on the basis of their matching scores alone, this saves the necessity to find a trust score for them. Trust scores can then be calculated only for those agents that have a high potential of being suitable.
Of course, these two algorithms are only a sample of how one could use both trust and matching scores for selecting a suitable agent. Further testing is needed to evaluate their relative merits on their performance. This could indicate that neither of the approaches is optimal and point us towards an improved method of integration of matching and trust scores.
NOTES ON THE REQUIRED PARAMETERS
Before we conclude the presentation of our proposed trust, matching, and GEA models, we discuss their required parameters. We understand that at first sight, the parameters might seem numerous in this proposal, raising questions such as whether the parameters influence each other. However, a careful inspection illustrates that the parameters may be divided into five main independent categories.
-Similar terms parameters (ST). These parameters (κ 1 , κ 2 , and η) control which terms are considered similar in a given ontology. The parameters κ 1 and κ 2 are parameters that one could use when calculating the similarity between terms to customise the weight given to the length of the shortest path between two terms in an ontology and the depth of the deepest term in the ontology subsuming both terms in question (see Equation (2) for details). The parameter η specifies the threshold for similarity measures and it determines how much of the semantic space is explored (see Section 3.4 for details). -Interaction's components preference parameters (IC). These parameters (γ im , γ r , γ ϕ , γ m and γ c m ) determine the weight given to each element of an interaction model. For instance, they decide whether the user is more interested in similar interactions, roles, or specific actions (see Equation (5) for details).
-Decay limit distribution (DD). This parameter (D) describes the default knowledge we
form about others' expected performance when there isn't sufficient past experience to build our measure on. The basic idea is that information loses its value with time, and with the lack of new experience, past expected performances lose their value by decaying towards the decay limit distribution D (see Equation (11) for details). -Decay rate parameter (DR). This parameter (ν) determines the rate of decay. It specifies how fast does the expected performance decay towards the decay limit distribution D (see Equation (11) for details). -Trust/Matching preference parameters (TM). These parameters (ν and ξ of Algorithm 2, or ψ and ζ of Algorithm 3) describe how the trust and matching scores may be combined. In the first approach, agents whose matching score is below a certain threshold ξ are discarded, and the rest are ranked according to the aggregation of their trust and matching scores, where ν decides the weight given to each. In the second approach, agents are sorted into bands of width ψ, and the agent with the highest trust score above the threshold ζ from the highest matching band is selected.
Concerning the interdependence amongst the different parameter sets, we note that the parameters of one category do not influence (and are not influenced by) the parameters of another. The only thing the parameters ST affect is defining the semantic space to be explored. A richer semantic space results in more informative computations, and the scarcer the semantic space results in more efficient computations. In any case, the parameters of ST do not impact any of the other parameters.
The parameters of IC influence the aspects that are given a priority when predicting future performance. For instance, one might be interested in comparing performance to similar interactions (say, all e-commerce interactions), without caring about the details of the specific agent actions (say, did the seller deliver the item on time, or was he helpful in answering buyers' questions, etc.). Again, these parameters cannot influence those of ST, DD, DR and TM. However, if they give any aspect a very low weight, then the computation effort spent on that aspect may be wasted.
The decay limit distribution DD defines "the default" in specific applications (for instance, it states that all agents are by default good, bad, average, or somewhere else in between). As such, this parameter also cannot influence other parameters.
The decay rate DR specifies how quickly information loses its value. This parameter too cannot influence other parameters, as it simply states how quickly is the decay limit distribution DD reached. However, if the decay rate is set to an unreasonable measure where the value of information is lost very fast, then the computational effort spent on computing the trust measure may be wasted. This includes the computational effort plus the effort spent on tuning the parameters of ST and IC.
Finally, the parameters of TM decide how the trust and matching measures are combined, and they cannot influence the parameters used in computing those measures. However, we note that if the trust measure becomes almost negligible (i.e., Algorithm 2 is used and its parameter ν is set to a low value that is close to zero), then the effort spent on computing the trust measure may be wasted. This includes the computational effort, plus the effort spent on tuning the parameters of ST, IC, DD, and DR.
As for how to decide what values are assigned to each parameter, the procedure needed to do so will differ from one domain (or application) to another. Furthermore, outlining such a procedure requires a detailed study of the domain description, and neither does this article have the space to do so, nor is an exhaustive analysis of such a procedure part of the scope of this research. Nevertheless, in what follows we provide a brief and general set of guidelines that would help set the interested reader in the correct direction for assigning the parameters' values.
First, we note that there is a need to run a number of simulations, each focusing on tuning the parameters of a different category of the above. Then, for each category, the tuning of the parameters will be based on the domain description as in the following example.
-In domains where ontologies are more specialised, the depth between two terms that is used in calculating the similarity of terms becomes less important than in broader ontologies; in other words, the more specialised an ontology, then the higher the value of parameter κ 2 (we refer the reader to Equation (2) and [Li et al. 2003 ] for further details on this parameter). -An agent that scarcely interacts with others will require lower values for the parameter η, which implies that a larger semantic space is explored (we refer the reader to Section 3.4 for further details on this parameter). -A trusting agent will require a high default expectation (specified through the decay limit distribution D), whereas a distrustful agent will require a low default expectation; in other words, the probability distribution D must reflect good behaviour when the agent expects others to behave properly unless proven otherwise, and it must reflect bad behaviour when the agent expects others to behave poorly unless they prove themselves (we refer the reader to Section 3.2.3 for further details on this parameter). -Agents may consider a high decay rate ν in scenarios where agent behaviour is continuously changing, whereas they may consider lower decay rate in scenarios where agent behaviour rarely changes (we refer the reader to Section 3.2.3 for further details on this parameter).
As just illustrated, based on the application and its requirements, the simulations will show which values are appropriate for the given application scenario in question. It may be noted that cases may arise where simulations are not enough for learning how parameters should be set for a given scenario, since real systems may bring about new challenges. This is natural, and we concur that we cannot prevent such situations from arising. This is in fact an inherent problem in simulation, which can never be guaranteed to cover exactly an unknown and dynamic real-world event, and is not specific to our approach. However, what can be done is to have engineers tweaking the parameters at deployment time accordingly.
EVALUATION: CHOOSING AGENTS IN AN E-RESPONSE SCENARIO
We have designed an e-response experiment where various agents try to collaborate to overcome a flood disaster scenario. Amongst the agents are sensor agents, which are responsible for measuring the water-level in meters, and the Civilian Protection Unit, which collects water level readings from sensor agents at various locations. In this scenario, several agents can play the role of sensor; therefore, it is crucial to select the best agent to interact with in order to retrieve the most accurate water level reading at each location. Note that we only provide a summary of our results in this section, while we refer the interested reader to our technical document [Pane et al. 2008] , for a more detailed description.
Selection Strategies
The Civilian Protection Unit needs to periodically select the most accurate sensor agents every time (denoted as a timestep) it wishes to check the water level. There can be different selection strategies which can be adopted by the Civilian Protection Unit. In what follows, we present the three strategies that we choose to test and compare in our experiment.
-Random Strategy. This strategy is the simplest one. The selecting agent (the Civil Protection Unit in our case) first groups the sensor agents according to their locations. Then, for each location, it picks up an agent in a random fashion. This strategy does not take into account any information about the behavior assumed by an agent in the past interactions: all agents are regarded as good agents for the interaction to come. -Trust Strategy. This strategy takes into account the trust scores of the sensor agents.
As before, all the agents are grouped by location; then, a trust score is computed using information from past interactions and, finally, the agent with the highest trust score is selected for each location. Agents having identical highest trust score are subject to a random selection. This strategy is more sophisticated than the previous one and provides the selecting agent with a way to choose other agents according to possible past interactions. In our scenario, these interactions are given by the history of past interactions that the Civilian Protection Unit stores. -GEA Strategy. This strategy takes into account both the trust and the matching scores (as described in Section 5). In the GEA selection strategy, we choose to compute the GEA score following Algorithm 2 with v = 0.5. As before, the agent with the highest GEA score is selected for each location, and if more than one agent has the same highest GEA score, one is selected randomly.
Experiment Setup
In order to test the selected scenario we have built a system in which we can control several variables relevant for testing the selection strategies discussed in the previous section. These variables are as follows.
(1) By considering these variables we define the following types of agents.
-Perfect sensor agent. an agent with correct behavior (therefore not adding any error to the water-level), a perfect matching score, and a format that is expected. This is the ideal case where the agent will give correct results. -Good sensor agent. an agent with a correct behavior, a matching score lower than 1, and a format that is expected. This is the case where the agent will give correct results, even though it does not have a perfect matching score. -Damaged sensor agent. an agent with incorrect behavior (e.g., because it is damaged), perfect matching score, and a format that is expected. In this case the agent will be giving inaccurate results. -Foreigner sensor agent. an agent with correct behavior, but with a format that is unexpected. This case can be understood as if the agent has a correct behavior (the water-level value is correct), but the agent "speaks a different language", resulting in an overall inaccurate water-level value (in the sense the value is not what it was expected). -Damaged foreigner sensor agent. an agent with incorrect behavior, and that "speaks a different language" too. Then the resulting value will be inaccurate.
Results
Several configurations were defined for the experiments in a way that for each configuration, at least one perfect or good sensor agent was present. The rationale of the experiment was to test the capability of each of the selection strategies (introduced earlier by Section 7.1) to correctly and continuously identify the most accurate agents to interact with; and how the selected variables (introduced earlier by Section 7.2) affected the performance of the Selection Strategies. Each experiment configuration ran 15 times in order to get statistically significant results. This document presents only the most relevant results, while we refer the reader to our technical document [Pane et al. 2008 ] for more comprehensive results. In order to evaluate the results of a given selection strategy, we defined a quality metric. We used the mean absolute error metric defined in Equation (18). This error measures how accurate a given selection strategy is in selecting agents with correct results. We can compute this error given that we know the expected water-level of each location for each timestep.
where t denotes the time step, n denotes the number of locations, and e i is the error of each water level reading as defined in Equation (19). In Equation (19), water level o denotes the obtained water-level (i.e., the result given by a sensor agent), and water level r denotes the real water-level, as simulated in our experiment. Note that the error of each reading (e i ) is not defined as a difference between the real level and the claimed one ((water level o − water level r )) as intuitively one might expect. This is because we wanted to evaluate how many correct agents were selected by the selection strategy, and not the overall difference between the real water-level value water level r and the claimed water-level value water level o . Figure 5 shows the results for Experiment A, where 120 agents were generated for 6 locations (20 agents per location) and where each location contained at least one perfect agent (see Section 7.2). The experiment ran for 50 timesteps. The results show that selection strategies that are based on the use of information learned in previous interactions improves agent selection. As we can see, the Trust based selection strategy is clearly better than the Random selection strategy. In this experiment configuration, GEA clearly outperforms the other two selection strategies. This means that in a setting where we have at least one perfect agent per location, the use of the additional information provided by the matching score in GEA contributes to a faster convergence of the selection strategy. Figure 6 shows the results for Experiment B. In the definition of this experiment, we wanted to see the effect of not having perfect agents in the locations. Therefore, we generated 120 agents also for 6 locations, but in this case, each location contained only a good agent. The experiment was also run for 50 timesteps. In this experiment there are no agents with both perfect matching score and correct behavior (perfect agent), but we do have incorrect behaving agents with perfect matching (damaged sensor agents). The experiment is meant to stress test the selection strategies and to study how the presence of such damaged sensor agent affects their performance. The question we want to answer is how much would it take (in terms of timesteps) a selection strategy to realize the agents with perfect matching scores are giving incorrect results.
As we can see from Figure 6 , the Random and Trust selection strategies maintain the same behavior as in Figure 5 , while the GEA selection strategy clearly changes the mean absolute error in the initial time steps. This change can be understood if we take into account that GEA uses matching information in order to select the agents. This means that, when there is no previous information (previous interactions with the agents), GEA will try to select first those agents having higher matching score: that is all the bad agents (recall that in this experiment the agents with a perfect matching score have an incorrect behavior). However, during the first time steps GEA learns (via Trust) how the selected agents behave incorrectly and, as a consequence, starts to select agents from the second best matching score group. After some time steps, GEA finds the correct behaving agents and starts to select them, giving results as good as the ones returned by Trust; finally in subsequent time steps, GEA even outperforms Trust. This highlights a potential drawback of using matching-and therefore GEAinformation: a perfect matching score does not guarantee a good performance, because even though the requirements of the role were well understood and interpreted, the process used to produce the results were faulty. However, this is a potential problem with any agent, and we would in general expect an agent with a better approximation to the required abilities to produce a better outcome. This experiment represents a worst-case scenario, in which the agents with the best matching scores in fact produce the worst results, and in which no trust information is available about any of the agents prior to interaction, but must be gathered as the interactions proceed. This allows us to demonstrate the strength of GEA: even in such a worst-case scenario, the combination of the matching and trust means that the algorithm is quickly able to identify damaged or erratic agents and filter them, leading to results better than using trust scores alone within only a few time steps. In this case, using trust alone is an advantage because it is initially picking agents randomly. Experiments A and B therefore demonstrate that GEA gives better results than trust scores alone if and only if the agents with a higher matching score do, in fact, perform better. When this is not the case, GEA does still appear to ultimately perform better than trust, but will perform worse in the first few time steps, as it is learning to disregard the misleading matching information.
Experiment B also provides interesting insight into how GEA would perform with dishonest agents. Although none of the agents in the experiment were dishonest, the behaviour of an agent with good matching but a broken method of producing results is the same as an agent with poor matching who is pretending to have a high matching score: the agent performs much worse than its reported matching score would lead one to suspect. Since GEA was able to identify and filter out such agents fairly quickly, this experiment demonstrates our claim in Section sec:ex that it is not possible to game this system long-term through lying.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that the number of time steps needed for a given selection strategy to converge to an average error of 0 is dependent on the number of agents they have to select (20 in these cases). This observation might be intuitive, since, in the worst case, a selection strategy based on the use of past information could first select all the agents giving incorrect results, and then select agents giving accurate results.
We have also tested other scenarios with 4, 10 and 40 agents per location, and in all the cases, Trust and GEA selection strategies comply with the worst case expected results (i.e., the error is minimized to 0 in a time step that is less than or equal to the total number of agents per location). The general shape of the curves remains similar. We have also created experiments increasing the number of locations but in these experiments the general shape of the mean absolute error curves did not change. In other words, an increase in the number of locations did not affect the general behaviour of the selection strategies. The Random selection strategy had, in all the cases, an average error of 0.5, as expected. For additional information and more detailed results, we refer the interested reader Pane et al. [2008] . Experiments over a different use case has also been presented by de Pinninck et al. [2008] .
Another consideration is the amount of resources that are necessary to run the different algorithms. We measured this in terms of the amount of time that each interaction took to set up and run. There are several stages of this process: locating the appropriate IM and retrieving the list of agents subscribed to each role; allowing those agents to provide their matching scores; allowing those agents to decide which other agents they wish to interact with (using one of the three strategies: choosing randomly, calculating Trust scores, and calculating GEA scores); ordering the allocation of roles on this basis; executing the IM with the selected peers. Since only one stage varies as the selection mechanism varies (the stage in which the agents choose whom they wish to interact with), we can use the overall runtime as a way of measuring the resources this step requires for each of the selection strategies. Average results are shown in Figure 7 . 15 As expected, the times for random selection remain constant across all timesteps, and approximately estimate the amount of time required for all the stages other than that of agent selection (because this stage takes close to zero time when agents are selected randomly). However, both Trust and GEA required more computational time to complete the interaction. The improvement in the selection of the peers gained using Trust or GEA has a significant computational cost, that goes from a few seconds in the initial time steps to an increase of almost 30s for Trust and 40s for GEA in the final time steps. The constant increase of the computational time along the time steps is due to the fact that, at each time step, the Trust selection strategy uses all the information about the previous interactions to compute the trust score, thus increasing the amount of computation needed in each time step. This increase in time may not be acceptable in highly dynamic environments; on the other hand, the increased quality of the interaction may outweigh the extra time this takes. Such judgements depend on the context in which the interaction is taking place.
RELATED WORK
Different approaches may be used for finding suitable agents to interact with. Examples of these are formal verification techniques such as model checking for verifying the suitability of potential collaborators (e.g., [Osman and Robertson 2007] ), matching algorithms for job recruitment in the real world (e.g., [Bizer et al. 2005] ), and so on. In this article, however, we tackle the problem from a different angle by calculating a socio-cognitive trust measure that is based on the agent's performance in similar past experiences.
In the context of trust, however, we should clarify that the term 'trust' is a term that has been used by different communities to refer to slightly different notions. Ramchurn et al. [2004b] provides an interesting overview of those notions that vary from individual level trust, where agents may form beliefs about the trustworthiness of others, to system level trust, where security protocols ensure the trustworthiness of interactions. According to their categorisation, the proposed trust model in this article is considered on the individual level, and it follows socio-cognitive approaches by basing the notion of trust on the capability and willingness of agents, as well as experience based approaches, since trust measures are based on past experiences.
The proposed trust model calculates the expectation about an agent's performance in a given context by assessing the agent's willingness and capability through the semantic comparison of the current context with the agent's history of experiences. The distinction between willingness and capabilities has been proposed earlier by Castelfranchi and Falcone [1998, 2000] . Several other approaches, such as those of Sensoy and Yolum [2006] , Teacy et al. [2006] , and Rehak et al. [2006] , have used a contextual approach when dealing with trust, which is also the central theme of this article.
According to the classification proposed by Sabater and Sierra [2005] the trust model proposed in this article is based on direct experiences, is subjective (the trust value, although might be shared, is local to each individual), is context dependent, it does not provide means for the exchange of information among agents (e.g., gossiping) but it does accommodate such exchange, it assumes that the agents may lie, and it incorporates a reliability measure.
The proposed model is in coherence with the theory of Castelfranchi and Falcone [2001] that states that (1) only a cognitive agent endowed with goals and beliefs can trust another agent, (2) trust is a mental state describing one agent's attitude towards another with respect to a given behaviour/action for achieving some goal, and (3) trust is the mental counter part of delegation. In our model, delegation is defined through commitments, and trust is then held by one agent about another, assessing its behaviour/action in future commitments. The agent assessing the other holds beliefs about what its goals are and how the other agent behaved in the past. However, we do not discuss how commitments are brought about (whether through argumentation or other means). In other words, we do not address Castelfranchi and Falcone [2001] 's dependence belief which states that the trusting agent believes it needs the trusted agent and hence delegates its task to it. Furthermore, we also do not address the motivation belief which states that it is believed that the trusted agent has motives for fulfilling its commitments as our work does not address the issue of motives. What we do consider, however, are: (1) the competence belief which states that the trusted agent has the capability of fulfilling its commitments, and we address this issue in Section 3.2.1; (2) the disposition/willingness and persistence belief which states that it is believed that the trusted agent has the willingness and persistence to fulfil its commitments, and we address this issue in Section 3.2.2; and (3) the self confidence belief which states that the trusted agent has self confidence that it can perform the action it has been trusted with, and we address this issue through the matching algorithm of Section 4.
From the large existing literature on trust, the model that can be classified closer to ours is the early model by Marsh [1994] . Differently from ours, Marsh's model follows a utilitarian approach and time decay is modelled as a time window for experiences. The model by Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [2000] uses a qualitative degree approach to model trust and takes into account the context as well. However the modelling of uncertainty is somewhat ad-hoc and not based on probabilistic grounds. The REGRET model [Sabater and Sierra 2002] has some similarities in the time decay consideration and on the subjective modelling of the experiences. However, the overall notion of trust does not have a probabilistic meaning and is based on a utility modelling of the interactions that we depart from (see Debenham and Sierra [2009] for a discussion). AFRAS [Carbo et al. 2003 ] offers a model based on fuzzy sets with a similar, entropiclike, notion of uncertainty on the behaviour of other agents. Ramchurn et al. [2004a] also based reputation on similarity between new contexts and past ones. However, their approach uses the concept of fuzzy sets to compute one's confidence, based on the notion of assigning utilities to the different aspects of a context. Trust is then built on the concept of the maximum expected loss in utility. Sierra and Debenham [2006] distinguished between trust, which measures the expected deviations of behaviour in the execution of commitments, and honour, which measures the expected integrity of the arguments exchanged. They also distinguished between capabilities and trust, whereas our trust approach incorporates the notion of capabilities. Sierra and Debenham [2007] uses the same philosophy as this article, and some general equations have first been introduced there. However, there are several distinctions to be made. This article: (1) introduces the distinction between capability and willingness (Equation (1)); (2) illustrates how trust may be combined with self confidence (i.e., the matching score) to result in a better selection mechanism; (3) elaborates further on the notion of ontology; (4) provides a richer description of context (in terms of interaction model, the roles, the messages, the messages committed to, and the constraints), resulting in richer descriptions of commitments, observation, and experiences, as well as richer similarity measures; (5) provides a new approach for aggregating trust (Equation (15)); and (6) presents a sample trust algorithm, which has not been presented before. Simari et al. [2008] 's approach is also similar to ours in the sense that it compares what the agent has committed to to what is actually delivered (which we refer to as observed). Similar to us, trust is then context dependent and based on past performances, and we both account for partial fulfillments or fulfillments of variants of commitments, although we achieve that through our similarity measures and breaking commitments into a conjunctive set (disjunctive sets may easily be accommodated for, as it has been illustrated by Section 3.1.5). However, to account for late commitments, we require time to be defined as part of the commitment. Unlike Simari et al. [2008] , our similarity measures are based on semantic matching. Furthermore, we not only define a comparison with past performance to compute trust, but we use it to distinguish capabilities from willingness. We also introduce the notion of information decay, which accounts for change in behaviour over time. Schillo et al. [2000] 's approach does not consider dependence on the context. Their approach focuses on the trustworthiness of the source of a gossip, which we do not focus on. As such, at first sight, their proposed approach may be thought of as complementary to ours as it may be used for calculating the reliability of the source providing a trust measure (this has been addressed in Section 3.1.4 and the reliability measure R t (α, β, μ) was referred to in Section 3.2.2). However, we note that Schillo et al. [2000] 's approach assumes that the details of past commitments and their observations are not communicated during gossip, making it impossible to pinpoint correlated gossip.
Our approach, on the other hand, assumes that the details of past observations are communicated during gossip.
Last Dondio and Barrett [2007] 's approach is a more general approach that tries to understand the application domain and the structure of the trust model in order to match trust models with application domains. Their model may be adapted to incorporate ours as one example of their trust schemes.
CONCLUSION
This article addressed the problem of finding suitable collaborators in open distributed systems. When choosing an agent to interact with, one needs the agent to declare how well it can perform its role. This represents the self confidence of the agent in question, as described by Castelfranchi and Falcone [2001] . For this, this article suggests a matching algorithm that would match the agent's capabilities to those it is planning to commit to. Nevertheless, agents cannot always be trusted. They may be malicious, misinformed, suffer from miscommunication, and so on. As such, there is also a need to combine this matching score with a score describing how much trusted is the agent in performing the given role. For this, a novel trust model has been proposed, which is the main contribution of this document. The novelty of the proposed trust model is that it calculates the expectation about an agent's future performance in a given context by assessing both the agent's willingness and capability (as suggested by Castelfranchi and Falcone [2001] ) through the semantic comparison of the current context in question with the agent's performance in past similar experiences.
The proposed model is generic enough to be applied to a variety of scenarios. It may compute the trust in both human agents or software agents. In short, this article essentially provides a mechanism for assessing trust that may be applied to any real world application where past commitments are recorded and observations are made that assess these commitments. In such scenarios, the proposed model can be used to calculate one's trust in another with respect to a future commitment by assessing the other's past performance. Other than the e-response flood scenario presented in this article, this work has already been applied to the field of supplier relationship management by evaluating past orders to support future supplier selection (http://www.iiia.csic.es/SRM/) [Fabregues et al. 2009] . It is also currently being applied to the incondicionales.com football forum (a member of the international fanscup.com football social network). In the case of incondicionales.com, the proposed trust model is used to help assess the trust in a forum member (whether s/he was a normal user, a moderator, an administrator, and so on) based on how well they have been complying to previous commitments, where commitments are defined by the forum's rules and regulations.
